Ideas & Proposals
Individuals or communities are proposing ideas and projects, following the directions set by the goals and targets for SDGs.

Knowhow & Experience
The communities and contributors are offering their know how and experience to be used in projects.

Funds & Resources
Individuals and institutional contributors are offering funds and resources for the SDGs or to particular projects.

Policies & Rules
Goals & Targets
Global NGOs are defining the goals and targets of the SDGs, which projects shall contribute to. They are also defining the policies and rules the projects must comply with.

Projects & Tasks
Approvals & Audits
Projects being formed on ClimateCoop are defining their execution plan with corresponding tasks distributed among contributors. Certain stages of the projects may undergo approvals or audits.

Sponsors, Partners & Contributors
All entities may freely join the network and discover and participate in projects, according to their competences and preferences.

ClimateCoop
Dynamic Community Development & Project Formation